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Organisation name

Studio A Limited

Your name and position

Gabrielle Mordy, CEO and Artistic Director

Please describe the impact that the specific TFN funding has had.

‘I have never seen Daniel smile from his heart like this’ Joy Kim parent of artist Daniel Kim
TFN funding has delivered professional development and created employment opportunities for 13 artists 
with intellectual disability. This has benefitted our artists self-esteem, aspirations for the future, broadened 
social networks and improved mental-health.

Please provide a quantitative breakdown of how TFN funds have been used

TFN funds contributed to the operational costs involved in delivering Studio A's annual program. 
-$10,000 funded a portion of our Marketing Coordinators position
This enabled Studio A to design and deliver marketing plans for each of our artists
-$10, 000 funded a portion of our CEO/Artistic Director role
This enabled our artists to exhibit work in leading galleries and festivals 
-$2100 funded art material
This enabled our artists to use professional standard art materials

Describe any ways the funding was used that differs from that described in your original pitch.

N/A



How many people have been affected by programs or activities that were supported with TFN 
funding.

Studio A statistics for 2016 show 51,000 people were effected by our program.
13 artists with disability engage directly with Studio A, we employ 45 artists annually, and 51,000 
people engaged as audience members with our work across our various exhibition platforms throughout 
2016.

What measures did you use to assess the impact?

Studio A use a social impact measurement framework developed with SVA, we use a logic model. SA 
measures the artistic/cultural merit of work by assessing the level of engagement of the artists
involved in the activity, peer review and by audience response. We assess the artists engagement by 
recording how many new works they produce annually, and by observing their attendance level in 
workshops/exhibitions.
We issue survey forms to SA artists, guest artists and audience members at exhibitions.

Describe three ways that your organisation has changed in the last 12 months since the event

-Studio A has been established as an independent company

-Studio A is relocating from Hornsby to Crows Nest

-Studio A has employed an artist with disability (Tim Bell) part time as gallery assistant & digital archivist.

Over the last 12 months, did you receive any additional financial support from anyone you met through 
TFN?

No

Over the last 12 months, did you receive any goods in-kind and/or pro-bono services from anyone you met 
through TFN?

Yes - pro bono services from AMP Foundation (through TFN's Skillsfest program)



How important was TFN funding in helping you achieve your objectives this year?

We would have found it difficult to achieve our objectives without TFN funding

Has the TFN pitch coaching and mentoring helped you succesfully secure funding from other funding 
sources you did not meet through TFN? 

No

What were some of the other benefits of participating in TFN?

TFN provided access to pitch coaching. Developing 'pitching' skills is a crucial skill working in the NFP and 
social enterprise sector. It further opened a path for Studio A to participate in Skillfest with the AMP 
Foundation. Studio A's CEO Gabrielle Mordy was mentored by two AMP governance experts to ensure 
Studio A applied best practice governance measures as the enterprise was established as a company. 
TFN CEO Lisa Cotton attended Studio A's creative work birdfoxmonster at Carriageworks in late 2016 and 
has since become an even more active and vocal advocate for the quality of Studio A's work. Lisa's 
enthusiasm and active support for artists work has been incredibly energising.

Studio A have been so impressed by TFN's genuine commitment to supporting social enterprises & NFP's. 
TFN events are much more than one single night, they begin sustained, meaningful relationships with a 
community of supporters. It has been a real joy to be part of TFN's movement.




